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 A "Lower Egyptian" Costume: Its Origin,
 Development, and Meaning

 Diana Craig Patch

 Introduction

 A study of Middle Kingdom amulets in the
 Metropolitan Museum of Art's Egyptian collec-
 tion1 provided the opportunity to examine the

 small carnelian bird amulet found in the coffin

 of Lady Senebtisi (fig. 1). As early as 1916, the
 similarity between this piece and amulets found
 among the funeral jewelry of several Middle King-
 dom princesses buried at Dashur had already
 been noted.3 Mace and Winlock called the bird a

 hawk, probably based on its general shape, short
 beak, and the frequent appearance of hawk or
 falcon amulets among funerary jewelry of this
 period. A closer inspection, however, reveals
 that Senebtisi's bird has a back that slopes hori-
 zontally, not vertically. Its tail was broken in an-
 tiquity so that it is now short and stubby, but
 originally it must have been long and narrow.
 These two attributes belong to swallows not fal-
 cons. Senebtisi's amulet was intended to repre-
 sent a swallow, as were similar amulets recovered

 among Ita's and Nub-hetepti-khered's jewelry.
 Tutankhamun possessed a fine example of this

 1 I am taking this opportunity to express my gratitude to
 the many people with whom I discussed the ideas presented
 in this paper. My research profited immensely from these
 discussions. Although this study was begun while I was an An-
 drew W. Mellon Fellow at The Metropolitan Museum of Art
 (MMA) , most of the work was conducted during a year spent
 as a Jane and Morgan Whitney Fellow at the same institution.
 If not for the generous support, encouragement, and ex-
 pertise of Dorothea Arnold, Lila Acheson Wallace Curator-
 in-Charge of the Department of Egyptian Art, this research
 would not have been possible. The other members of the De-
 partment of Egyptian Art have been unselfish with their time
 and experience, and I am most appreciative of their gener-
 osity. Marsha Hill and Catharine Roehrig read drafts, pro-
 viding important insights; I also want to thank the latter for
 her assistance in collecting information during her visits to
 the British Museum and the Louvre. I want to express my
 gratitude to James P. Allen for his assistance in reading the
 inscription on Hapyankhtifi's coffin, but the interpretation
 of its meaning is my own. Robert Edmonds always made sure
 that the MMA's objects were available for study and photog-
 raphy. I must thank William Barrette for his skilled pho-
 tography (figures 1, 4, 8, 9, 11, 15, and 16), while Adela
 Oppenheim assisted in reproducing figure 7. Barry Girsh
 was extremely helpful in the production of figures 6 and 12.

 Janine Bourriau was very generous in allowing me to study
 the amulets and relevant beads from the cemetery at North
 Lisht, which she is publishing. I also want to thank Beth Al-
 berty, Earl L. Ertman, Biri Fay, Joyce L. Haynes, W. Raymond
 Johnson, Peter Lacovara, Otto J. Schaden, and May Trad for
 generously sharing information or research that was perti-
 nent to this study.

 Richard A. Fazzini, Chairman of the Department of Egyp-
 tian, Classical, and Middle Eastern Art, The Brooklyn Mu-
 seum, kindly granted permission for the reproduction of
 the line drawing by Tamara Bower found in figure 14 and
 the slide of Senwosret I from the Bark Shrine at Karnak

 (figure 3) . The Egypt Exploration Society and The Oriental
 Institute, University of Chicago, graciously allowed me to re-
 produce figure 7, and I appreciate Patricia Spencer's and
 John Larson's assistance in obtaining these permissions.

 2 MMA 08.200.42. L. 2.3 cm; W. 8 mm; H. 1.2 cm. Mace
 and Winlock, during their 1906-7 excavations at Lisht,
 found the carnelian bird amulet in the coffin of Lady
 Senebtisi near her waist. See Ambrose M. Lansing, "The
 Egyptian Expedition," BMMA 2 (1907), 168; fig. 7; Arthur C.
 Mace and Herbert E. Winlock, The Tomb of Senebtisi at Lisht.
 PMMA 1 (New York, 1916), 21 and 74, pl. 26A; William C.
 Hayes, The Scepter of Egypt I (New York, 1953), 308.

 Initially the swallow amulet was displayed alone, but the
 accession records indicate that in 1936, probably based
 on Mace and Winlock's field notes (ibid., p. 21), the swallow
 amulet was added to a string of small faience disk-beads.
 The archaeological data, however, do not support such a
 decision and instead strongly suggests that the small disk-
 beads belong with Senebtisi's apron and that the swallow
 amulet was independent, as it was first exhibited.

 Mace and Winlock, Senebtisi (1953), 74. For information
 about the Dashur finds, see Jacques de Morgan, Fouilles a
 Dahchour. Mars-Juin, 1894 (Vienna, 1895); idem, Fouilles a
 Dahchouren 1894-5 (Vienna, 1903).

 4 Cairo CG 52941: Emile Vernier, CGCNos. 52001-53855.
 Bijoux et orfevreries (Cairo, 1927), 311 and pl. 69. Cairo CG
 53133: ibid., 372.

 93
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 94 JARCE XXXII (1995)

 Fig. 1. The carnelian swallow amulet, hung with a string
 of disk beads, from Lady Senebtisi's tomb at Lisht (MMA
 08.200.42).

 Fig. 2. The sjSt-amulet found on a bracelet (CCN 256uu)
 in Tutankhamun's tomb. MMA photograph TAA 507.

 amulet type and his cannot be mistaken for any
 other bird species (fig. 2).

 Alix Wilkinson appears to have been the first
 to notice that a swallow amulet was associated

 with a royal apron and that this combination

 was a very old one, documented as early as the
 reign of Narmer. She only briefly discussed the
 grouping, but Grimm, pursuing the question
 further, found more examples, and outlined the
 connection between the swallow amulet repre-
 sented in royal J relief and swallows illustrated in J o

 the Middle Kingdom frises d'objets. The royal
 costume to which the apron and swallow amulet
 belong, however, has never been examined in
 detail, nor has the iconography represented by
 its accessories been studied. An analysis of all
 the costume's components is crucial to under-
 standing this royal outfit's importance in an-
 cient Egyptian ritual.

 Part I: The History

 A. The Costume (fig. 3)9

 The most significant feature of this regalia is
 the garment composed of five accessories that
 was worn over a skirt or kilt. This ensemble easily
 distinguishes this royal costume from any other.
 Two components, the belt and tail, are well-
 known royal items, worn with many different
 types of kilts, skirts, and aprons. In this par-
 ticular ensemble, the belt and tail are combined
 with two distinctive beaded items, an apron and
 a hip drape.10 The apron, which hangs from the
 belt, centered below the buckle, is made from

 closely-aligned strings comprising four types of
 beads. The uppermost bead of each strand is a
 papyrus-flower that attaches to the belt. It is

 0 This swallow amulet was found on one of Tutankha-

 mun's bracelets (CCN 256uu) and is a fine example of the
 s/i£-amulet discussed below. Most beaks on these carnelian
 5/^-amulets are uncharacteristically short for swallows prob-
 ably because it was difficult to form straight thin beaks in a
 stone as hard as carnelian.

 6 Fig. 5 [1], [19], and [26]. Whenever a number appears
 highlighted and bracketed in the text hereafter, it refers to
 an example so identified in fig. 5 or fig. 10. Principal docu-
 mentation of each example occurs in a footnote to the figure

 and, in consideration of space, will not be repeated else-
 where in this discussion.

 Alix Wilkinson, Ancient Egyptian fewellery (London,
 1971), 21 and 79.

 8 Fig. 5 [7-10], [11], [14], [15-20], [25], [32], and [33].
 Alfred Grimm, "Sonnenlauf and Vogelflug: Das Motiv der
 Schwalbe mit der Sonnenscheibe," ZAS116 (1989), 138-42;
 idem, "Das Konigsornat mit dem Sonnenvogel," GM 115
 (1990), 33-44.

 Throughout the paper the entire outfit worn by the
 king, including the crown, will be called a costume. When
 the accoutrements decorating the kilt as a group are the
 focus of analysis, they will be referred to as a garment.

 After consulting with Beth Alberty, Assistant Curator,
 The Costume Institute, MMA, hip drape was chosen as the
 best available terminology to describe the bag-like accessory
 slung over one of the king's hips.
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 A "LOWER EGYPTIAN" COSTUME 95

 Fig. 3. A close-up of the kilt accessories of the "Lower Egyptian" costume worn by Senwosret I in a relief from his Bark Shrine
 at Karnak. Photograph by Bernard V. Bothmer, courtesy of The Brooklyn Museum.

 followed by barrel beads that alternate with
 quatrefoils (cross-shaped beads) with each
 string ending in a pendant-shaped bead. The
 hip drape, which begins on the left side11 of
 the apron where it joins the belt, swings down
 to mid-thigh. Representations from frises d'objets
 suggest that the drape sweeps around behind
 the king over one buttock, ending at the belt
 alongside the tail12 In the Old Kingdom, the
 drape's net-like pattern is generally composed of
 hexagons; Middle Kingdom cases mostly exhibit
 a diamond pattern. The final accessory, an amu-
 let illustrating a crouching swallow bearing a sun

 disk on its back, hangs from the rront or the hip
 drape near its lower border (fig. 4).13

 These five accessories are combined with sev-

 eral other items of attire to create the complete
 costume. Figure 5 lists both previously-known

 Although in relief, the side on which the hip drape is
 represented varies with the direction in which the king faces.

 No rear views of a king wearing the hip drape are
 known, precluding an understanding of the accessory's
 complete form.

 13 An Old Kingdom offering formula and frises d'objets
 call this amulet sjBt (see Part II, B.I).

 Several representations [25, 26] and at least one carne-
 lian s/iJ-amulet, now in a private collection and brought to
 my attention by Biri Fay, do seem to resemble falcons more
 closely than swallows. These examples, however, are de-
 picted in a crouched position and bearing a sun disk, two
 very important iconographic elements in understanding
 the meaning of this amulet. As discussed in Part II, C. and
 D., in the context of this costume, swallow plays a solar role,
 a capacity also assigned falcons (see Erik Hornung and
 Elisabeth Staehelin, Skarabden und andere Siegelamulette aus
 Basler Sammlungen. Agyptische Denkmaler in der Schweiz 1
 [Mainz and Basel, 1976], 136). Thus, the author cannot
 find any reason to think that the occasional inconsistency in
 the bird species is significant.
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 Fig. 4. A fragment of relief from the pyramid of Senwosret I
 at Lisht, illustrating the hip drape and sj3t-amulet of the
 "Lower Egyptian " garment (MMA 13.188. 1).

 and newly-recognized examples of the king in
 this outfit. Traditionally, the garment was worn
 over the skirt of an ancient single-strap tunic;
 the skirt is sometimes pleated. In the examples
 where the king's figure is completely preserved,
 he always wears the Red Crown of Lower Egypt
 [1, 5, 15, 25, 26]. 15 A mace, which the king car-
 ries in one hand, is another frequent element
 [1, 5, 23]. Three examples dating to Neuserre
 [7, 8, 10] and one of Nebhepetre Mentuhotep
 [20], all show the king, adorned in this "Lower
 Egyptian" garment, grasping the handle of an
 unidentifiable implement. In all the instances in
 the funerary temples of Snefru, Sahure, Ne-
 userre (his sun temple as well), Pepy I, and Neb-
 hepetre Mentuhotep, when a handle, identical
 in style and held in the same position, is illus-
 trated, it always belongs to a mace. One would
 suspect that the four examples where the pha-
 raoh wears the "Lower Egyptian" garment and
 grasps the handle of an unidentified object,
 originally showed him carrying a mace.

 B. Representational History of the Costume (fig. 6)

 Narmer wears the earliest example of the
 "Lower Egyptian" costume on the obverse side
 of his famous palette [1]. Although Grimm be-
 lieved that Narmer's garment was unrelated to

 14 Tomasz Podgorski, "Some Remarks on the Evolution of
 Royal Triumphal Dress," in Studies in Ancient Art and Civiliza-
 tion, ed. by Joachim Sliwa. Zeszyty Naukowe Uniwersytetu
 Jagiellonskiego 1030/51 (Warsaw and Crakow, 1992), 27-34.
 13 Grimm (GM 115 [1990], 37) also observed that the

 king wore the Red Crown when he displayed the swallow am-
 ulet, but he was not the first to suggest a correlation between
 the crown and bird (see J. E. Quibell in J. E. Quibell and
 F. W. Green, HierakonpolisW, ERA 5 [London, 1902], 43).

 The consistent combination of the Red Crown with the

 papyrus-flower beads in the apron is the reason that,
 throughout the remainder of the paper, this costume, an-
 chored by its three unusual kilt accessories - the beaded
 apron, hip-drape, and swallow amulet - will be identified as
 "Lower Egyptian." This "Lower Egyptian" appellation is used
 to distinguish between this particular regalia and other royal
 costumes.

 Two examples of Pepy II [13-14], one of which is men-
 tioned and illustrated by Grimm {ZAS 116 [1989], n. 13).
 also probably depict the king carrying a mace. These ex-
 amples, however, are not wearing the "Lower Egyptian" cos-
 tume. Instead the swallow amulet has been appended to the
 base of a different apron type (see discussion in fig. 5, n. m) .
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 the late Old and Middle Kingdom examples,
 such as Neuserre's [7-10], because the bird did
 not face inward towards the apron, fragments of
 a Third Dynasty statue provide evidence that
 strongly suggests the garment's history should
 be traced back to Narmer.

 Fragments of a well-known statue of Djoser,
 found in the entrance colonnade at Saqqara,
 show the king wearing an apron with Bat ele-
 ments18 and have been compared to the cos-
 tume Narmer wears on the reverse side of his

 ceremonial palette.19 Fragments from several
 other statues were recovered from Djoser's pre-
 cinct and three are important to this discus-
 sion [2-4]. One [2] of these three fragments, all
 from a single statue, depicts a beaded hip
 drape, almost identical in style to Neuserre's
 example [10], although this fragment is broken
 just above the place where the swallow amulet
 would have been represented. Two more frag-
 ments [3-4] show strings of barrel beads alter-
 nating with quatrefoils representing portions of
 the beaded apron; this key motif in the "Lower
 Egyptian" garment cannot be misinterpreted.
 Details of this second Djoser statue are identical
 to representations in relief of the "Lower Egyp-
 tian" costume from other Old Kingdom con-
 texts, while closely paralleling Middle Kingdom
 ones. Thus, Djoser had at least two standing stat-
 ues, similar in quality and size, but displaying
 different regalia.21 One statue represented him
 in a rare royal garment best known from the re-
 verse side of the Narmer palette and worn with
 the White Crown of Upper Egypt,22 the other

 showed Djoser in a different garment, now called
 "Lower Egyptian" because of its association with
 the Red Crown. Although Firth and Quibell did
 not identify the exact provenience of the three
 fragments with elements of the "Lower Egyp-
 tian" costume, they did say that the colonnade
 could be the source. It is tempting to accept the
 colonnade as the original location of the sec-
 ond Djoser sculpture, and that these two stat-
 ues, wearing costumes paralleling those on the
 Narmer palette, were placed near one another
 near the entrance to his funerary complex.

 Regardless of the Djoser fragments' exact
 provenience, since Narmer wore a Red Crown
 and a costume that closely conformed to the
 "Lower Egyptian" garment of Djoser's second
 statue, it appears reasonable to accept the Nar-
 mer palette as depicting the earliest documented
 evidence of the "Lower Egyptian" costume's ex-
 istence, especially, when in the same precinct,
 a Djoser statue existed that paralleled the cos-
 tume on the Narmer palette's reverse side. Thus,
 the "Lower Egyptian" outfit is first known in the
 late Predynastic Period (ca. 3150 B.C.).

 Other previously unrecognized examples of
 kings wearing the "Lower Egyptian" costume in
 Old Kingdom reliefs, dating to the reigns of
 Sekhemkhet [5],24 Khufu [6], Unas [11], and
 Pepi I [12], are also listed in fig. 5. Three addi-
 tional examples of Middle Kingdom pharaohs
 wearing this outfit should also be noted. The first

 17 Grimm, GM 115 (1990), 34 and 36.
 Bat was a cow-headed goddess associated with Upper

 Egypt's seventh nome. See Henry George Fischer, "The Cult
 and Nome of the Goddess Bat," /A#C£ 1 (1962), 13, n. 45.

 Battiscombe Gunn, "Inscriptions from the Step Pyra-
 mid Site," ASAE 26 (1926), 181; William Stevenson Smith,
 HESPOK (Boston, 1946), 14-15.

 There may have been more than one statue wearing
 the same costume as Smith (HESPOK [1946], 14) com-
 mented regarding the king in the Hathor apron, but in the
 discussion here only the singular will be used.

 21 Smith, HESPOK (1946), 14.
 Gunn's ("Inscriptions," 184, fig. 5) reconstruction of

 the Djoser statue wearing the Bat-pendant apron and the
 Red Crown is incorrect. Based on the combination of the

 evidence from the Narmer palette and Djoser's statues, Djo-
 ser would have been wearing the Bat-pendant apron and
 the White Crown on one statue, and the papyrus-bead apron

 and the Red Crown on the other. Bat is a goddess associated
 with the seventh Upper Egyptian nome and papyrus is, of
 course, a symbol of Lower Egypt.

 23 Grimm (GM115 [1990] , 34 and 36) agrees that Narm-
 er's costume bears close resemblance to the "Lower Egyp-
 tian" costume worn by later kings. His primary disagreement
 stems from the orientation of the bird. Here, the swallow

 amulet faces in the same direction as the king rather than, as
 is the case after Dynasty III, towards the apron. Because
 other elements on the Narmer palette illustrate that the
 techniques of representation in relief are undergoing devel-
 opment and refinement, it seems reasonable to suppose that
 the orientation of the bird could have been adjusted be-
 tween Dynasty O and Dynasty V, when the swallow amulet
 faces the apron.

 Possibly another representation, belonging to Sahure,
 is present at Wadi Maghara. The area of Sahure 's thigh,
 where one would expect to find the illustration of the swal-
 low amulet, is obscured by damage (Gardiner and Peet, Sinai
 (1952), pl. 5).
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 Fig. 5. Catalog of examples of the king wearing the "Lower Egyptian" costume.
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 Fig. 5 Notes

 aCairo CG 52941: Best detailed photograph in K. Lange and M. Hirmer, Egypt: Architecture, Sculpture and Painting in Three Thou-
 sand Years (London, 1961 [3rd ed. rev.]), pl. 5.

 bCecil M. Firth, and J. E. Quibell, The Step Pyramid (Cairo, 1935), 129-30; pl. 95, no. 4.
 cIbid., no. 5.
 dIbid., no. 6.

 eW. M. Flinders Petrie, Researches in Sinai (New York, 1906), pl. 47; Alan H. Gardiner and T. Eric Peet, The Inscriptions of Sinai.
 I: Introduction and Plates (London, 1952), pl. la.

 fSelim Hassan, Excavations at Giza 1938-1939 X: The Great Pyramid of Khufu and Its Mortuary Chapel (Cairo, 1960), pl. 7A.
 ^Berlin 17909: Ludwig Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmal des Konigs Ne-User-Rec. Ausgrabungen der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft

 in Abusir 1902-04 I (Leipzig, 1907), fig. 18.
 hSite magazine: ibidem.
 'Friedrich W. E.von Bissing and Hermann Kees, Das Re-Heiligtum des Konigs Ne-User-Rec (Rathures) III: Die Grosse Festdarstellung

 (Leipzig, 1928), pl. 24, no. 378.
 Jlbid., pl. 24, no. 379.
 kA. Labrousse, J.-Ph. Lauer, and J. Leclant, Mission Archeologique de Saqqarah II: Le Temple haut du complexe funeraire du roi Ounas.

 Bd'E 73 (Cairo, 1977), fig. 63, doc. 37; pl. 32, doc. 37.
 ]Audran Labrousse and Patrice Cornon, Viewing a Pyramid (Paris, 1990), 136-37; J. Leclant, "Fouilles et trauvaux en Egypt et

 au Soudan, 1976-1977," Orientalia 47 1 2 (1978), 280, pl. 27, fig. 23.
 mThis apron - narrow at the belt, flaring near the kilt's hem, bordered by uraei - is called dbo bjt in the/m d'objet. As Grimm

 noted (GM 115 [1990], 36), the occurrence of the swallow amulet with this apron type is unique to Pepi IPs funerary complex.
 A possible explanation for this oddity may be that Pepi II combined two different royal accessories that both had Lower Egyp-
 tian associations. The swallow amulet was worn with a costume that included the Red Crown, while the uraei-bordered apron
 was called "a garment of King of Lower Egypt" (dbj-bji).

 "Gustave Jequier, Le Monument funeraire de Pepi II. II: Le Temple. Fouilles Saqq. 23 (Cairo, 1938), pl. 28.
 °Ibid., pl. 109.
 PBritish Museum 1397: Dieter Arnold, Der Tempel des Konigs Mentuhotep von Deir el-Bahari. II: Die Wandreliefs des Sanktuares. AV

 11 (Mainz, 1974), pls. 15, nos. 2077 and 4980.
 ilbid., pl. 35, no. 3542.
 rIbid., pl. 38, no. 2223.
 sIbid., pl. 39, no. 37.
 'Ibid., pl. 39, no. 1330.
 uIbid., pl. 40, no. 2114.
 vRobert Mond and Oliver Myers, Temples of Armant: A Preliminary Survey (London, 1940), pl. 97, no. S.286.
 wCairo JE 66334: F. Bisson de la Roque, Tod (1934 a 1936). FIFAO 17 (Cairo, 1937), pl. 27, #1.
 xLouvre E 15116: ibid., fig. 39.
 ^Louvre no. unknown: ibid., fig. 33.
 zPierre Lacau and Henri Chevrier, Une chapelle de Sesostris Ier (Cairo, 1956), pl. 25. See Figure 3 in text.
 aaThis example was brought to my attention by Earl Ertman, Professor, University of Akron, who along with Otto Schaden,

 kindly provided me with the information they possessed on the relief. This block, now in the "Open Air Museum" at Karnak
 is listed in PM II (p. 135), although there is no discussion of the king's garment. PM II does mention the existence of a pho-
 tograph in Pierre Lacau 's personal archive and Richard Wilkinson (Symbol & Magic in Egyptian Art [London, 1994], 23, fig. 5)
 published a line drawing of the swallow amulet, although a typographical error gives a date of New Kingdom instead of Middle
 Kingdom.

 abMMA [09.180.82].
 acMMA 13.188.1. See Figure 4 in text.
 adGeorg Foucart, Medamoud (1927). FIFAO 5 (Cairo, 1928), pl. 7; Wilkinson, Jewellery (1971), 79.
 aeThis apron alternates barrel and ball beads and has pendant drops at the base. The overall style parallels many of the mat

 ornaments on solar barks.

 af(Copied by) Calverley, Amice M. and Myrtle F. Broome and ed. by Alan H. Gardiner, The Temple of King Sethos I at Abydos. Ill:
 The Osiris Complex (London and Chicago, 1938), pl. 8. See fig. 7 in text.
 aslbid., pl. 12.
 ahHoward Carter and A. C. Mace, The Tomb ofTut.ankh.Amen II (London, 1927), pl. 82A (CCN 256uu). See fig. 2 in text.
 aiThis apron may have had rows of vertical cylindrical beads, but it was not composed of barrel and quatrefoils.
 aJPierre Montet, Les constructions et le tombeau de Psousennes a Tanis. Fouilles de Tanis II (Paris, 1951), 41; pls. 31-32.
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 Fig. 6. A chronologically arranged diagram of the kings depicted in the "Lower Egyptian " costume, and the garment ys dis-
 semination into, and possible evolution within, the private domain.
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 A "LOWER EGYPTIAN" COSTUME 101

 is from Armant and represents Seankhkare Men-
 tuhotep [21];25 while the others were found at
 Lisht and probably belong to monuments of
 Senwosret I [27-28]. An additional example from
 the time of Senwosret I has been identified at

 Karnak [26]. Thus, at least one example can be
 documented from each dynasty of the Old King-
 dom and several date from Dynasties XI and XII,
 implying that this costume was regalia at least
 until Senwosret III [29], the last known pharaoh
 depicted wearing the original form of the kilt ac-
 cessories identified with this costume. 26

 C. Royal Survivals of the ''Lower Egyptian " Garment
 (fig- 6)

 Figure 5 contains two post-Middle Kingdom
 survivals of this costume. Two representations
 from the Osiris temple at Abydos [30-31] illus-
 trate Sety I wearing a kilt with accessories of the
 "Lower Egyptian" costume (fig. 7). These reliefs
 demonstrate that in the early Ramesside Period,
 the "Lower Egyptian" outfit continued to be
 worn or represented in cultic contexts. Sety I,
 however, no longer wears the archaic tunic or
 Red Crown, and his apron does not display pa-
 pyrus and quatrefoil beads, only barrels and
 balls. The king proffers linen in one scene and
 a floral bouquet in the other;29 he is not holding
 a mace nor is he being embraced by a deity in
 either setting. All of these points imply that in
 the approximately 550 years between Senwosret
 III and Sety I, some of the costume's original
 symbolism was lost.

 Fig 7. A relief of Sety I offering linen, wearing the Rames-
 side version of the "Lower Egyptian" costume's kilt accesso-
 ries. Reproduced courtesy of The Egypt Exploration Society
 and The Oriental Institute of The University of Chicago.

 D. Transformations of the "Lower Egyptian " Garment

 A number of scholars have already noted
 the occasional presence of certain elements of
 this "Lower Egyptian" costume, particularly the
 apron and swallow amulet, among Middle King-
 dom frises d'objets, and argued that the appear-
 ance of the swallow amulet in the frise came via
 the royal dress offering formula of the Old King-
 dom, where it is called a sjSt (fig. 6; see Part II for
 a more detailed discussion of the kilt accessories

 illustrated in the frises d'objets). ^®

 25 When Mond and Myers published their site report on
 Armant, they noted that Seankhkare Mentuhotep was wearing
 a garment comparable to one worn by the king in the temple
 at Tod [23] and an example of Neuserre's from Abusir [9]
 {Armant [1940], 166).

 26 The upper torso is not preserved.
 2 Tuthmosis III may be wearing the "Lower Egyptian"

 costume at Deir el-Bahri, but there are no details about the

 skirt's accessories on the line drawing available. Because the
 representation cannot be conclusively identified, this ex-
 ample is not included in fig. 5, although in all other respects
 the iconography matches; Tuthmosis III is wearing an apron,
 hip drape, archaic tunic, Red Crown, and carrying a mace as
 well as being embraced by Amun-Re (Edouard Naville, The
 Temple of Deir el Bahari III. EES 16 [London, 1898], pl. 66).

 This difference does not present a problem; see dis-
 cussion of the apron under Part II, B.2.

 Only one of the examples preserves the recipient of
 the offering, Osiris as the Z>j><i-pillar.

 Gustave Jequier, Les frises d'objets des sarcophages du
 Moyen Empire. MIFAO 47 (Cairo, 1921), 18-20, 91-93, and
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 The Middle Kingdom tradition of depicting
 funerary offerings continued into the New King-
 dom, and the sj3t-amu\et reappears as a com-
 ponent of the funerary equipment illustrated on
 a wall in Rekhmire's tomb (TT100).31 Grimm32
 correctly identified two more s/if- amulets among
 the funerary equipment of Tutankhamun [32]
 and Sheshenq II [33]. The author believes that
 the placement of this amulet among the funer-
 ary equipment of these two pharaohs follows
 from the frise d'objets tradition (fig. 7). Thus,
 neither were pure cult objects like the amulets
 represented in temple scenes. This view is re-
 inforced not only by the presence of another
 model element in Sheshenq's burial also known
 in the frises d'objets, a gold foil dagger, but addi-
 tional archaeological material found in other

 royal burials at Tanis. Further verification of
 this interpretation is found in a Ptolemaic
 amulet list, the MacGregor papyrus, which iden-
 tifies numerous amulets, including the swallow

 charm, found among frises d'objets. In this list,
 the swallow amulet was still called sj?t, although
 it lacked the sun disk. This shift in iconography
 must have taken place during the late New
 Kingdom or early Third Intermediate Period,
 as Tutankhamun has a carnelian 5/^- amulet and
 Sety I displays one in red paint (fig. 7), while
 Sheshenq IPs amulet is made in gold foil. All
 three examples still display a sun disk on the
 swallow's back. Shaped or irregular pieces of
 gold foil, depicting swallows without disks, have
 been recovered from Late Period and Ptolemaic

 burials (fig. 8), indicating that the amulet's
 form continued to change after the Third Inter-
 mediate Period.

 During the Old Kingdom, private individuals,
 attempting to link themselves to the deceased
 king, turned to royal offering formulae as a
 source of accoutrements to assist them in this

 goal. The royal dress offering formula was one
 such source and it is from this list that the sjSt-
 amulet accessory of the "Lower Egyptian" gar-
 ment was borrowed for the frise d'objets. In all
 likelihood, this process spawned a second trans-
 formation of this "Lower Egyptian" costume.

 103-8; Wolfgang Helck, "Herkunft und Deutung einiger
 Ziige des fruhagyptischen Konigsbildes," Anthropos 49 (1954),
 967-68; Lacau and Chevrier, Sesostris Ier (1956), 105; Elisa-
 beth Staehelin, Untersuchungen zur dgyptischen Tracht im Alten
 Reich. MAS 8 (Munich, 1966), 31; Wilkinson, Jewellery (1971),
 21, 44-47, and 78-80; Harco Willems, Chest of Life: A Study of
 the Typology and Conceptual Development of Middle Kingdom Stan-
 dard Class Coffins (Leiden, 1988), 208-9, 215-18, and 223,
 Table 13; Grimm, GM 115 (1990), 34-35.

 J1 Davies, Rekh-mi-re (1943), pl. 90; MMA 30.4.80 for in-
 formation on color.

 Grimm (ZAS 116 [1989], 140, fig. 6 and p. 141; idem, GM
 115 [1990], pl. 5, no. 6) noted the presence of the swallow
 amulet among Rekhmire's funerary equipment, but did not
 discuss the inconsistencies between Rekhmire's apron and
 the royal one. Perhaps in the New Kingdom, royal iconogra-
 phy was generally not displayed by private individuals. Rekh-
 mire's offering procession is the only post-Middle Kingdom
 example of an accessory from the "Lower Egyptian" costume
 in the private domain until the gold foil sjBt- amulets of the
 Late and Ptolemaic Periods. Rekhmire borrowed the sjBt-
 amulet but either chose not to depict a royal apron or, less
 likely, did not know what the royal apron looked like and
 instead substituted an archaic non-royal type. Rekhmire's
 high rank may explain this singular representation.

 32 Grimm, ZAS 116 (1989), 140-41, figs. 7 and 8 and
 pp. 141-42; idem, GM 115 (1990), 35-36, pl. 5, no. 7, and
 pl. 6.

 Several scholars have stated that Tutankhamun's swal-

 low amulet was meant to represent the mnt-bird identified
 in Spell 86 of the Book of the Dead (I. E. S. Edwards, Tutankha-
 mun's Jewelry [New York, 1976], 38; Grimm, ZAS116 [1989],
 142; Wilkinson, Jewellery [1971], 106). It is possible that in
 the New Kingdom, the old s/if-amulet had taken on addi-
 tional symbolism.

 Tutankhamun's example is deceptive. Its inclusion
 among the funerary goods, especially as a component of a
 bracelet, indicates its symbolic connotations. The quality of

 the s/i^-amulet, however, poses an interesting question. Tut-
 ankhamun's example is a perfect replica of the amulets
 represented on the royal reliefs which are only generally
 paralleled by Middle Kingdom finds or Sheshenq II's amu-
 let. It seems possible Tutankhamun's sjBt-2Lmu\et was initially
 part of a true cultic garment, thus explaining the amulet's
 large size and unique craftsmanship, but included in his
 burial for funerary purposes. Such reuse has been sug-
 gested for other components of Tutankhamun's funerary
 equipment (Diana Craig Patch, "Tutankhamun's Corselet: A
 Reconsideration of Its Function," BES 11 (1991/92), 68-69.

 3o Montet, Psousennes (1951), pl. 32. In the burial of Hor-
 nakhti, Pierre Montet recovered numerous models in gold
 foil (Les constructions et le tombeau d'Osorkon II a Tanis. Fouil-

 les de Tanis I [Paris, 1947], pls. 59-60). The granite sar-
 cophagus of Psusennes displays a frise d'objets that includes
 many items of royal dress found among Middle Kingdom
 frises d'objets (idem, Psousennes [1951], p. 94).

 ' MacGregor Papyrus: Jean Capart, "Une liste d'amu-
 lettes," ZAS 45 (1908), 17.

 37 For example, see MMA 23.10.48 and 23.10.52 and MFA
 27.920, 29.1322 and 31.848. Joyce Haynes indicated that
 MFA 31.848 came from the burial of Kheper-re (Giza
 7757a), and therefore, is well-dated to Dynasty XXVI.
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 Carnelian swallows have been recorded in

 burials of the Middle Kingdom women, Ita,
 Nub-hetepti-khered, Senebtisi, and more re-
 cently Neferuptah. When first recovered ar-
 chaeologically, the swallows were called falcons.
 In order to explain their consistent presence in
 the vicinity of the mummy's waist or abdomen,
 de Morgan said the amulets represented the
 deity Horus or his falcon-headed son, Qebeh-
 senuef, and their presence provided protection
 for the abdominal incision. These bird amu-

 lets are now recognized as sjSt- amulets not fal-
 cons. Their archaeological contexts, always in
 the vicinity of the abdomen, place them pre-
 cisely where a 5/^- amulet would be located when
 worn as part of the "Lower Egyptian" costume.
 These amulets, however, were not the only rem-
 nants of this outfit found with these burials.

 These same tombs contained other kilt

 accessories derived from the "Lower Egyptian"
 royal costume. Belts, tails, and aprons were dis-
 covered, all in states of extreme disarray. Cer-
 tainly the best preserved, and best published,
 come from the burial of Lady Senebtisi.

 Fig. 8. Two gold foil sjjt-amulets, dating to the Late or Ptole-
 maic Periods (MMA 23.10.42 [bottom] and .52 [top]).

 Senebtisi's largely intact burial is already well
 known because of the numerous pieces of jew-
 elry found with her mummy, including one un-
 usual piece that generally has been referred to
 as a beadwork apron (fig. 9).43 The belt and tail
 found with the apron's beads were easily recog-
 nized as items imitating regalia, paralleling im-
 ages found in Middle Kingdom frises d'objets (see
 fig. 10 for a list of those used in this study). The
 beads found near the belt and tail included a

 variety of shapes and were recovered in two
 groups: 1) papyrus-flowers, barrels, and quatre-
 foils, and 2) cylinders and lilies (figs, lla and b) .
 The excavators, Mace and Winlock, noted the

 similarity between Senebtisi's sets of beads and
 the aprons represented in the frises d'objets of
 Mentuhotep [39] and Sobek-re [40] but chose to
 reconstruct the garment following the decora-
 tion on the exterior of the inner coffin of Sep,
 now in the Cairo Museum. The excavators were

 probably influenced by the common shapes of

 v This princess (tp. Amenemhat III) from Hawara also
 possessed a s/^-amulet (Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander, The
 Discovery of Neferwptah [Cairo, 1971], 39 and pl. 54b).

 Senebtisi's swallow is somewhat different from the other

 amulets in that it is not quite as well made as the royal ex-
 amples and it is missing a well-formed disk on the bird's
 back. There is a small knob on the back that is pierced for
 suspension and may have functioned as a disk. In general,
 however, in most details, her charm matches the other

 sj jt-amulets.
 39 De Morgan, Dahchour 1894 (1895), 113; idem, Dahchour

 1895-4 (1903), 54; Winlock and Mace, Senebtisi (1916), 74.
 40 Grimm, GM 115 (1990), 35, n. 17; Jequier, Frises d'ob-

 jets (1921), 92.
 In addition to the finds of de Morgan, Vernier's cata-

 log contains several entries whose proveniences are listed as
 Dashur, suggesting these entries may be describing relevant
 garments, although they are described as strings of beads
 (Vernier, Bijoux et orfevreries [1927], 272 [Cairo CG 52811],
 p. 300, pl. 69 [Cairo CG 52899-53901], and pp. 346-48
 [Cairo CG 53062-68]). The garment from Awibre-Hor's
 tomb must also be included here (see n. 46) as well as beads
 from several tombs in the Metropolitan Museum of Art's
 unpublished North cemetery at Lisht.

 This material was first presented in a preliminary
 report entitled "The Funeral Garment of Lady Senebtisi"
 on April 29, 1994 at the Annual Meeting of the American
 Research Center in Egypt in Toronto, Canada. Only a brief
 presentation of Senebtisi's costume and the arguments sur-
 rounding it are presented here as a detailed article on its re-
 construction is in preparation.

 43 MMA 08.200.29: Cyril Aldred, Jewels of the Pharaohs
 (London, 1971), 178 and pl. 9.

 44 Cairo CG 28084: Lacau, Sarcophages I (1904), 200 and
 pl. 20.
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 Fig. 9. The beaded garment of Lady Senebtisi as it is currently strung based on Mace and Winlock's records (MMA
 08.200.29).

 Senebtisi's beads and Sep's decorative elements
 (figs. 11 and 12). Because they used the Sep
 motif as their model, they separated the apron
 beads from the little carnelian swallow amulet

 found near the small of Senebtisi's back because

 the bird did not appear on Sep's coffin. Appar-
 ently completely dedicated to the Sep model,
 they also failed to notice that details of the
 position of the beads on the mummy, recor-
 ded in the MMA's expedition photographs,
 contradicted their reconstruction of the apron.
 The presence of a 5/^- amulet alongside a set
 of papyrus-flower, barrel, and quatrefoil beads,
 and in conjunction with a belt and tail strongly
 argue that Lady Senebtisi's mummy was adorned

 in accessories, styled on the royal "Lower Egyp-
 tian" costume (refer to fig. 3).

 Similar funerary jewelry was found in the
 graves of Ita, Nub-hetepti-khered, Neferuptah,
 and King Awibre-Hor, although de Morgan does
 not identify a bird amulet for the pharaoh in his
 publication. The beads recovered from Seneb-
 tisi's coffin, as well as those of Neferuptah, Ita,
 Nub-hetepti-khered, and Awibre-Hor, include

 45 De Morgan, Dahchour 1894 (1895), 113; idem, Dahchour
 1894-95 (1903), 54; Farag and Iskander, Neferwptah (1971),
 pp. 39-40, pp. 72-79, pls. 36al, 36b, 42b, 43, 53 and 54b.

 46 Neferuptah (SR? 90206) and Nub-hetepti-khered (SR?
 1506). SR stands for Special Register, a number listed next
 to some objects in the cases at the Cairo Museum. Neither
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 Fig. 10. A list of kilt accessories belonging to the "Lower Egyptian" costume known from tomb
 paintings and frises d'objets.

 akN. de Garis Davies, The Tomb of Antefoker, Vizier of Sesostris I, and of His Wife, Senet (No. 60). TTS 2 (London, 1920), pl. 90;
 PMI^p. 122.
 alGiinther Lapp, Typologie der Sdrge und Sargkammern von der 6. bis 13. Dynastie. SAGA 7 (Heidelberg, 1993), pl. 32.
 amR. Engelbach, Riqqeh and Memphis VI. BSAE 25 (London, 1915), pl. 23.
 anMMA 12.183.11a. See fig. 15 in text.
 aoLapp, Sdrge und Sargkammern (1993), 81.
 aPBerlin 9: Georg Steindorff, Grabfunde des Mittleren Reichs in den Koniglichen Museen zu Berlin. I. Das Grab des Mentuhotep. Mitt-
 heilungen aus den orientalischen Sammlungen 8 (Berlin, 1896), pl. 3.
 aciBerlin 45: idem, Grabfunde des Mittleren Reichs in den Koniglichen Museen zu Berlin. II. Der Sarg des Sebk-o. - ein Grabfund aus
 Gebelen. Mittheilungen aus den orientalischen Sammlungen 9 (Berlin, 1901), pl. 2.
 arCairo CG 28035: Pierre Lacau, CGC Nos. 28001-28086. Sarcophages anterieurs au nouvel empirel (Cairo, 1904), 98, no. 13;

 pl. 49, no. 400.
 asCairo CG 28037: Lacau, Sarcophagesl (1904), 112, no. 56; pl. 49, no. 404.
 atCairo CG 28904: Pierre Lacau, CGC nos. 28087-28126. Sarcophages anterieurs au Nouvel Empire II (1906), 69, no. 39; Lacau,

 Sarcophagesl (1904), pl. 49, no. 399.
 a»TT100: Norman de Garis Davies, The Tomb of Rekh-mi-re at Thebes. PMMA 10 (New York, 1943), pl. 90; MMA 30.4.80, a

 reproduction of the tomb scene.

 a set of lily beads not known from the "Lower
 Egyptian" garment. The close association of
 new bead types with the "Lower Egyptian" apron
 by late Dynasty XII or early Dynasty XIII sug-
 gests that the kilt accessories of the "Lower Egyp-
 tian" costume had acquired additional symbolic
 meaning.

 These accessories do not appear full blown as
 funerary equipment in late Dynasty XH-early
 Dynasty XIII, the general date for the coffins
 bearing the accessories in frises d'objets and the
 funerary garments. Two additional pieces of evi-
 dence, dating to early Dynasty XII, more pre-
 cisely link the later funerary garments, such as
 Senebtisi's, to the royal dress offering formula
 of the late Old Kingdom. First, a scene on the
 north wall in the Theban tomb of Antefoker

 ([34] tp. Senwosret I) depicts the vizier and his
 wife viewing "New Year's gifts" from his estate.
 A straight kilt overlaid with an apron and hip
 drape with a barrel and ball pattern of bead
 work, is among the illustrated objects; its overall
 style strongly parallels the king's "Lower Egyp-
 tian" garment. This representation among pri-
 vate funerary equipment seems to be the first

 the JE nor SR number was given for Hor, but it is on dis-
 play in the museum in the same case as the apron of Nub-
 hetepti-khered. (Addendum: Hor's amulet JE 30944.)

 For the Special Register numbering system, see Bernard
 V. Bothmer, "Numbering Systems of the Cairo Museum," in
 Textes et languages de VEgypte pharaonique; Centcinquante an-
 nees de recherches, 1822-1972; Hommages a fean-Francois Cham-
 pollion. Bd'E 64/3 (1974), 121-22.

 A study of the structure and meaning of these late
 Middle Kingdom garments is ongoing and will be presented
 in detail in another publication.
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 Fig. 11. Close-ups of the bead types found around Senebtisi's hips and thighs (MMA 08.200.29): (left) papyrus, barrel, and
 quatrefoils, and (right) lilies and cylinders. Both groups have been attached to the beaded belt.

 indication that the "Lower Egyptian" costume is
 being used in a non-royal context.
 A second piece of evidence argues even more

 strongly that the private funerary garment was
 initially a close copy of its royal prototype and
 that the later examples, such as Senebtisi's,
 have undergone some modification. In 1901 at
 Bersha, excavators working under the direction
 of Ahmed Bey Kamal found several groups of
 beads on the mummy and over the coffin
 of Djehuty-nakht.49 These beads presumably
 rested in the Cairo Museum storage until Mace

 and Winlock published the contents of Senebti-
 si's tomb. Apparently Winifred Brunton noticed
 the similarity between Djehuty-nakht's beads
 and those in Senebtisi's apron and strung them
 following Mace and Winlock's reconstruction.

 48 Although they are called "New Years gifts," these ob-
 jects were expected to function in the afterlife (Davies,
 Antefoker [1920], 16).

 49 Cairo JE 35073, SR 11406 (beads), Cairo CG 28123
 (interior coffin), Cairo CG 28125 (exterior coffin): Chris-
 tiane Desroches-Noblecourt, "Arts de metamorphose ou arts

 appliques." In Le monde egyptien; Les pharaons. I: Le temps des
 pyramides, ed. by Jean Leclant (Paris, 1978), 239 and fig.
 334; Ahmed Bey Kamal, "Rapport sur les fouilles executees
 a Deir-el-Barshe en Janvier, Fevrier, Mars 1901," ASAE 2
 (1901), 213; Lacau, Sarcophages II (1906), 136-44.

 The JE number given in Kamal's article correlates with JE
 number listed for SR 11406, the number labeling the case
 with the Djehuty-nakht garment. Because the referencing
 in Kamal's article is unclear, this association establishes the
 link between the beads mentioned in his article and the ob-

 ject displayed in the Cairo Museum.
 This information was graciously provided by May

 Trad, Assistant Curator, Cairo Museum and Peter Lacovara,
 Assistant Curator, Museum of Fine Arts.
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 A close examination of Djehuty-nakht's apron
 shows differences from that of Senebtisi's. First,
 the quatrefoil beads in Djehuty-nakht's apron
 are very large; their proportions, along with
 those of the barrel beads, match aprons seen on
 many Old Kingdom and Dynasty XI reliefs, for
 example Khufu [6], Neuserre [7-10], Nebhep-
 etre Mentuhotep [17-18], and Seankhkare Men-
 tuhotep [22], in contrast to the smaller beads
 of Senebtisi and others dating to the end of
 Dynasty XII and early Dynasty XIII. Second,
 Djehuty-nakht's apron lacked a set of lily and
 cylinder beads as was found with Senebtisi.
 Since Brunton assembled Djehuty-nakht's gar-
 ment using Senebtisi as a model, we must con-
 clude that if lily and cylinder beads had been
 found with the papyrus, barrel, and quatrefoil
 beads, she most certainly would have included
 them in her reconstruction. Moreover, both

 Djehuty-nakht's and Senebtisi's aprons have
 twenty-two strings, but all of Djehuty-nakht's are
 papyrus beads, while Senebtisi's are equally di-
 vided between papyrus and lily elements. Thus,
 sometime between the beginning of Dynasty
 XII51 and late Dynasty XH-early Dynasty XIII,
 the most likely date for Senebtisi and the Dashur
 princesses,5 the iconography of the apron
 underwent modification. Since lilies are rare

 jewelry elements in the Old and Middle King-
 doms, but quite common in the New Kingdom, it

 Fig. 12. A line drawing of the types of motifs illustrated on
 Sep's inner coffin (Cairo CG 28084). Drawing adapted from
 Lacau (Sarcophages I [1904], 200) and is not to scale.

 would appear that during the latter part of the
 Middle Kingdom this flower was becoming an
 important and popular symbol.

 In summary, the five-piece garment covering
 the kilt of the "Lower Egyptian" costume re-
 mained remarkably consistent for almost 1300
 years (fig. 6). One piece, the s/i£-amulet, was ini-
 tially part of the late Old Kingdom royal dress
 offering formula. The appearance of the swal-
 low amulet in frises d'objets of Dynasty XII and
 XIII seems to be the result of borrowing from
 this offering list. In three examples from frises,
 other elements of the "Lower Egyptian" gar-
 ment are found in conjunction with the swallow
 amulet, suggesting that at least the kilt accesso-
 ries were still considered part of an ensemble.
 At the same time as these accoutrements ap-
 peared among coffin friezes, they were also be-
 ing fashioned as funerary equipment for the
 deceased. These funerary garments seem to show
 at least one change from their royal prototypes:

 ° Edward Brovarski dates Djehuty-nakht (his IV) to early
 Dynasty XII ("Ahanakht of Bersheh and the Hare Nome in
 the First Intermediate Period and Middle Kingdom," in
 Studies in Ancient Egypt, The Aegean, and the Sudan, ed. by Wil-
 liam Kelly Simpson and Whitney M. Davis [Boston, 1981],
 29, fig. 13). Antefoker was a vizier of Senwosret I.

 This paper will not address the exact date of Senebtisi's
 burial. The currently accepted date of late Dynasty XH-early
 Dynasty XIII (Dieter Arnold, The Pyramid of Senwosret I.
 PMMA 22 [New York, 1988], 37, n. 114; Janine Bourriau,
 "Patterns of Change in Burial Customs during the Middle
 Kingdom," in Middle Kingdom Studies, ed. by Stephen Quirke
 [England, 1991], 17) seems probable. Based on the strong
 similarity in the size and type of the beads in the "Lower
 Egyptian" garments owned by Ita, Senebtisi, Neferuptah,
 Nub-hetepti-khered, and Awibre-Hor, the author agrees
 with Biri Fay's suggestion ( The Louvre Sphinx and Royal Sculp-
 ture from the Reign of Amenemhat II [in press], Chapter IV,
 "The Daughters of Amenemhat II") that these burials must
 date closely together in late Dynasty XII and early Dynasty
 XIII, with Ita the earliest. De Morgan (Dahchour 1894 [1895] ,
 98, 110, and 115) noted that the burial equipment of Nub-
 hetepti-khered and King Awibre-Hor were very similar.
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 lily beads have been added to the garment's
 composition. These late Middle Kingdom fun-
 erary garments do not appear without prece-
 dent in the archaeological record, since at least
 one earlier version, that of Djehuty-nakht, is
 known. The scene of Rekhmire's funerary
 procession indicates that at that time, the sjSt-
 amulet still had ritual meaning, some 350 years
 after Senebtisi, although several scholars believe
 that by this period, its presence symbolized a
 chapter in The Book of the Dead and not only ap-
 propriated regalia. The presence of sjSt- amulets
 among the funerary equipment of Tutankha-
 mun, Sheshenq II, and private individuals of the
 Late and Ptolemaic Periods indicates this amu-

 let's continued use as a potent magical force for
 the next 1300 years.

 Part II: Interpretation

 A. The Pharaoh 's Activity when Wearing the
 Costume {fig. 13)

 The contexts in which the king wears this gar-
 ment are difficult to identify because the scenes
 to which the examples belong are seldom com-
 pletely preserved. Certain consistencies, how-
 ever, can be discerned.

 In two of the earliest examples, those of Nar-
 mer [1] and Sekhemkhet [5], the king appears
 in close association with a second representa-
 tion showing him wearing the White Crown and
 smiting an enemy. One observes that although
 the king, while wearing the "Lower Egyptian"
 garment, does not act aggressively, as does his
 counterpart in the White Crown, he does carry a
 mace and, on the Narmer palette, is shown re-
 viewing or proceeding towards a group of slain
 enemies. Thus the earliest scenes in which this

 "Lower Egyptian" garment is represented com-
 municate the pharaoh's triumph over his ene-
 mies, whether in fact or theory.

 Since the garments illustrated on the Djoser
 statues [2-4] parallel those worn on the Nar-
 mer palette, one wonders if the statues were not
 also related to the concept of the defeat of royal
 enemies. The base of the Djoser statue display-

 ing the Bat apron, found in the entrance col-
 onnade of his mortuary complex at Saqqara,
 depicts the king's feet trampling the Nine Bows,
 so at least one of these two statues clearly in-
 corporated the theme of the king symbolically
 defeating chaos. The statue's probable prove-
 nience, the entrance colonnade, would be an

 appropriate location for images displaying pro-
 tective iconography.

 Another set of examples showing the pharaoh
 wearing the "Lower Egyptian" costume depicts
 the king walking toward a deity [21, 22, 29],
 being embraced by a god or goddess [15, 16,
 24], or being presented to one [25, 26]. All date
 to the first half of the Middle Kingdom (Dy-
 nasty XI to mid Dynasty XII) and all but two
 involve Montu or his consort Tjanent. The ex-
 ceptions show the king with Amun-Re [25, 26]
 and Atum [25]. Although two are associated with
 buildings built to commemorate heb-sed festivals
 [25, 29], neither represents the king in known
 heb-sed ritual and such a connection cannot be

 stressed. Since these scenes having sed associa-
 tions involve deities as well, the pharaoh's activi-
 ties are best studied in conjunction with other
 cases involving the same gods (see above).

 The final group of examples [6, 11, 12, 27] is
 somewhat problematic since the context associ-
 ated with each is so limited. The attitude of the

 king in all four indicates that he is in motion.5
 In two cases [11, 27], the legs are positioned for
 striding and could represent the king taking
 part in a reviewing scene (like Narmer [1]),
 moving towards a deity (like Senwosret III [29]),
 or being embraced by one (like Nebhepetre
 Mentuhotep [15]).

 The relief fragment from Khufu's causeway
 [6] shows the king with a swayed back and an-
 gled apron, suggesting movement more intense
 than striding or walking. Hassan felt that king
 was performing a ritual dance. The example
 from Pepy I's mortuary complex [12] also sug-
 gests active movement different from Khufu's.
 Pepy I's chest is angled forward, as is the apron,
 not backward like Khufu. Although this atti-

 ' " Large quatrefoil beads from at least one more of these
 early aprons exist in the Egyptian collection of MMA
 (15.43.86).

 °4 The statue of Djoser indicates that the right leg is for-
 ward, suggesting motion in this example as well.

 °° The author knows of no good parallels for this piece,
 so Hassan's interpretation must be considered speculative.
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 Fig. 13. The known pre-New Kingdom reliefs and sculpture, illustrating the pharaoh wearing the "Lower Egyptian " costume,
 organized by the examples' original context and then, the king's activity where known.

 tude is unparalleled in complete examples of
 a king wearing the "Lower Egyptian" garment,
 the pose is, perhaps, suggestive of the smiting
 posture, but it cannot be verified. Interest-
 ingly, fragmentary scenes of the ritual massacre
 of prisoners and gazelle hunts were found
 nearby.56

 The second Metropolitan Museum of Art ex-
 ample ([28] and fig. 4) gives no insight into the
 king's activity and cannot be classified.

 In conclusion, the following points about the
 contexts in which this "Lower Egyptian" cos-
 tume was worn can be made: 1) the earliest
 examples of this outfit appear in scenes illustrat-
 ing the defeat of royal enemies; 2) in several
 Middle Kingdom examples, the king dons the
 costume when he is to be presented to, or
 embraced by deities, in particular Montu or his

 56 Leclant, Orientalia 4:7/2 (1978), 280. Such types of
 scenes are believed to have been employed by pharaohs in
 temple decoration to depict the conquest of chaos.
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 consort, Tjanent; and 3) the pharaoh can wear
 the costume in a scene representing some form
 of physical activity.

 B. The Garment's Accessories

 This costume appears to have been a standard
 element of royal dress for a period extending
 from Narmer to at least the reign of Senwosret
 III of Dynasty XII. The outfit illustrates a consis-
 tent set of elements during this period, indicat-
 ing that a detailed examination of each element
 should lead to increased understanding of the
 garment's overall significance. Certain compo-
 nents of the costume, such as the tunic style, Red
 Crown, and mace, are well known and do not re-

 quire specific study, but three of the kilt accesso-
 ries, the apron, hip drape, and s/i^-amulet, merit
 detailed analysis.

 1. The sj 3 1- amulet. Unlike other accessories
 in this costume, the name for the swallow amu-

 let, sj3t, appears well established.0 This desig-
 nation continues for some two thousand years,
 from a Dynasty VI royal dress offering formula
 through to a list of amulets dating to the Ptole-
 maic Period (fig. 6).59

 The swallow's meaning in relation to this gar-
 ment is not immediately apparent. Others have
 already discussed in depth the bird's importance

 to the ancient Egyptians, whether mentioned
 in ancient Egyptian literature or represented in
 reliefs and paintings, but a brief review of the
 salient points will be useful.

 Various literary sources from ancient Egypt all
 compare the swallow's behavior to aspects of the
 sun's daily cycle or to characteristics associated
 with Re, the creator god. Thus, the presence of
 the sw7allow on the primeval mound, as repre-
 sented in vignettes from Book of the Dead papyri
 (Chapter 86), is explained by the species' active-
 ness at dawn. The swallow is also a strong flier
 and the Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts, as well as
 the later Book of the Dead, bestow the bird's soar-
 ing abilities on the dead.

 Vignettes from Third Intermediate Period
 coffins (fig. 14) and papyri depict the morning
 sun bark, bearing Re-Horakhty or Khepri, with a
 swallow sitting on the prow. Although no ancient
 Egyptian text directly explains the presence of
 the swallow on the sun bark, its proximity to Re
 probably reflects the bird's role as messenger of
 light and day.63

 2. The apron. The choice and arrangement of
 the apron's beads are distinctive and invariable,
 implying underlying symbolic significance. The
 papyrus-flower is always found at the top of each
 apron string. Because the apron was worn in
 conjunction with the Red Crown, the presence of
 the papyrus-flower beads may underscore a sym-
 bolic association with Lower Egypt or the Delta.

 The close spacing of the strings of beads in
 the apron, capped by the papyrus-flower, con-
 veys the impression of a papyrus thicket. The

 °7 The Wb IV (p. 29) indicates that sjjt is known from the
 Pyramid Texts, the Middle Kingdom frise d'objets, and Dynasty
 XVIII, but the entry does not offer a meaning for the word.

 The ancient Egyptian word for this species of birds,
 that today are collectively referred to as swallows, was mnt.
 Contrary to some sources (e.g., Edwards, Tutankhamun's
 Jewelry [1976], 37-38; Wilkinson, Jewellery [1971], 79), the
 swallow amulet with a sun disk on its back was not called

 mnt, but sjjt. The reason for this distinction is not clear, but
 most certainly the presence of a sun disk on its back and its
 crouching position clearly differentiate the sjjt-bird from
 the unadorned swallow (mnt) used, for example, in writing
 wr. Grimm (GM 115 [1990], 37) suggested that the crouch-
 ing position was employed in order to identify a young bird,
 but given the presence of the disk, the crouching stance
 may communicate either the weight of the disk on the
 bird's back or, more likely, that the bird is preparing to fly,
 an action consistent with its symbolic significance both as a
 powerful flier and the announcer of dawn.

 Old Kingdom: offering list (Gustave Jequier, Les pyra-
 mides des reines Neit et Apouit. Fouilles Saqq. 13 [Cairo, 1933],
 pl. 12, no. 303); Middle Kingdom: frise d'objet of Mentuhotep
 (Steindorff, Mentuhotep [1896], pl. 3); Ptolemaic Period: list
 of amulets (Capart, ZAS 45 [1908], 14-21; Grimm, GM 115
 [1990] 35).

 60 Grimm, ZAS 116 (1989); Patrick Houlihan, The Birds of
 Ancient Egypt (Warminster, 1986), 122-24; H. te Velde, "The
 Swallow as Herald of the Dawn in Ancient Egypt," in Ex Orbe
 Religionum; Studio Geo Widengien I (Leiden, 1972), 26-31;
 Rolf Wasserman, "Schwalbe," LAV, cols. 754-55.

 For several examples, see Alexandre Piankoff, Egyptian
 Religious Texts and Representations. Ill: Mythological Papyri Bol-
 lingen Series 40 (New York, 1957), Dirpu (no. 6), Nesi-pa-
 ka-shuty (no. 9), Khonsu-Renep (no. 11), and Djehuti-mes
 (no. 21).

 62 Te Velde, Ex Orbe Religionum (1972), 26.
 63 Hornung and Staehelin (Skarabden [1976], 136) cer-

 tainly accept the swallow's role as a regeneration symbol in
 funerary contexts.

 y The relief fragment from Khufu's causeway [6] gives
 a clear parallel for the simple shape found in the beads
 of the funerary garments. In some reliefs, in particular
 Senwosret I from Karnak [25], however, the papyrus flowers
 have more details.
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 Fig. 14. A line drawing from the coffin of Pasebakhaemipet (Brooklyn 08.480.2B), illustrating Re-Horakhty on his morning
 solar bark. Note the mat of netting over a barrel and ball pattern and swallow on the bark's prow. Drawing by Tamara
 Bower; courtesy of The Brooklyn Museum.

 barrel and quatrefoil beads found below the pa-
 pyrus flowers, however, do not accurately repre-
 sent the stems of the papyrus plant.65 Instead,
 they more accurately reproduce structural fea-
 tures of another species of marsh flora, Phrag-
 mites communis. In Old Kingdom and Middle
 Kingdom tomb paintings and reliefs, papyrus
 plants and Phragmites are consistent elements of
 marsh scenes. Combining the features of two

 marsh plants in the decorative elements of the
 beaded apron emphasizes the marsh environ-
 ment rather than characteristics or symbolic
 associations of either plant species.

 Several examples of this apron [35, 36, 40, 41,
 42, 43] appear among frises d'objets and in two
 cases [40, 42], they are called bsSw, a word that
 Helck translated as "protection." BsSw is also

 bo For a good illustration of Cyperus papyrus, see Maarten
 J. Raven, Papyrus van bies tot boekrol (Terra Zutphin, 1982),
 fig. 23.

 Although this bead pattern could be used to represent
 the very lowest part of the papyrus stem as it joins the rhi-
 zome, crosses seem to have been employed only rarely in il-
 lustrating the straight part of the stalk. The only example
 found was in the Dynasty XVIII tomb of Amenemheb
 (TT85; MMA photograph T2612) where the entire stalk of
 the plants seem to have been segmented by crosses.

 Elizabeth Thomas, "Terrestrial Marsh and Solar Mat,"

 JEAAb (1959), 38-51.
 Some marsh scenes have papyrus plants as a backdrop

 with Phragmites communis occurring under the boats, while in
 others, especially around pools of water where birds are be-
 ing trapped, the flowers of several species of marsh plants,
 papyrus and Phragmites included, are used to represent a

 marsh milieu. For examples, see Friedrich W. von Bissing,
 Die Mastaba des Gem-ni-kail (Leipzig, 1905), pls. 8-9; N. de
 G. Davies, The Rock Tombs ofDeir el Gabrdwi I. ASE 11 (Lon-
 don, 1902), pl. 5; F. L. Griffith and Percy E. Newberry, ElBer-
 sheh II. ASE 4 (London, 1894), pl. 16; Percy E. Newberry,
 Beni Hasan II. ASE 2 (London, 1893), pl. 11; John A. Wil-
 son, ed., The Mastaba o/Mererukal. OIP 31 (Chicago, 1938),
 pl. 11.

 b8 The suggestion that the apron's design refers to a
 marsh environment complements an earlier interpretation
 that this particular apron evolved from a woven grass skirt
 w^orn by the marshdwellers of the northwest section of the
 Delta. According to Helck, the prototype of this skirt may
 have been the attire of men hunting hippos, thus giving the
 outfit its amuletic value assigned by the Middle Kingdom
 designation bsSw (to protect) (Helck, Anthropos 49 [1954],
 967-68).
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 used to identify other beaded aprons and pat-
 terned skirts in the frises; such items, however,
 bore labels of dbS or dm? [37, 39, 40, 42] as well.69

 Dbjis a word for royal apron that appears at least
 as early as Dynasty VI in the royal offering for-
 mula directly preceding the term sjSt. Because
 the preserved names for types of aprons are not
 consistent, the terms cannot be considered de-

 pendable sources of information.
 3. Hip Drape of Net. This accessory is partic-

 ularly difficult to interpret because it is rarely
 represented, and when it is, its form varies. On
 those relief examples depicting the hip drape,
 its net-like construction is clearly illustrated [2,
 10, 25, 28, 30, 31]. At least three coffins depict
 the hip drape among their frises d'objets [35, 36,
 37]. Jequier and Grimm identified the repre-
 sentations of the beaded apron and the swallow
 amulet on the coffin of Sawadjet [36], but nei-
 ther mention that above the swallow appears an
 undecorated "trapezoid" with a concave right
 side. This item may well be the hip drape,
 detached from the apron and spread out; the
 drape is illustrated on its side, but the concave
 edge, when connected to the outfit, would have
 been attached around the waist or hung from a
 belt. The s/i^-amulet is positioned in the frise to
 hang from the lower portion of the front edge.

 Another example can be found on the coffin
 of Henten from Assiut [35]. Again all three
 components of the beaded garment are identifi-
 able: the apron with an attached tail on the left,
 the swallow bearing a sun disk to the right, and
 the hip drape directly over the bird. On this ex-
 ample, the drape is hemispherical with a string
 dangling from both sides. These cords provide
 the only clue that the hip drape was probably
 tied around the king's waist.

 Another illustration of the hip drape, along
 with a well executed s/i^-amulet, appears in the

 frise d'objets on the coffin of Hapyankhtifi [37] in
 the Metropolitan Museum of Art (fig. 15).
 The swallow represents the classic form of this
 amulet (refer to figs. 2 and 4) and is positioned
 below and adjoining a bag-like configuration
 decorated with seven rows of diamonds, formed

 by crossed cylinders, in alternating bands of
 green and red. This design produces a reticular
 pattern paralleling, for example, Senwosret I's
 hip drape ([28] and fig. 4).

 All three depictions of the hip drape have
 different shapes: trapezoidal [36], hemispheri-
 cal [35], and bag-shaped [37]. 74 None is deco-
 rated in the same way, but the shape of, and
 decorative motif on Hapyankhtifi 's hip drape
 most closely parallels those worn by the Middle
 Kingdom pharaohs. In the first two examples no
 captions accompany the accessories, but Hapy-
 ankhtifi's frieze preserves portions of a word
 suggesting that the hip drape was called hb Jj
 or perhaps hbt f J^ (fig. 15).

 C. Understanding the Accessories as an Ensemble

 The interpretation of religious iconography
 in ancient Egypt must be undertaken cautiously,
 especially when much of the data used to inter-
 pret cultic ritual comes from funerary contexts.
 Chronological factors also hinder understand-
 ing. The analysis of the costume is complicated
 by the fact that the information used for inter-
 preting its symbolic elements rarely dates prior
 to the Middle Kingdom, over a thousand years
 after the costume's initial appearance. Although
 a complete understanding of this particular cos-
 tume cannot yet be realized, an interpretation
 can be proposed.

 Since the apron, hip drape, and swallow amu-
 let are never worn independently of each other

 69 Kheper-ka-re, Cairo CG 28036: Lacau, Sarcophages I
 (1904), 104, no. 24 and pl. 48, no. 390.

 70 Jequier, Neit et Apouit (1933), pl. 12, nos. 302 and 303.
 71 Jequier, Frises d'objets (1921), 92 and 103; Grimm, GM

 115 (1990), 35, pl. 4, no. 3.
 At first glance, Henten's hip drape could be inter-

 preted as a thick broad collar. The lack of open space at the
 neck and the outward droop of the strings, however, argues
 against this identification. The attachments are the same size
 and position as those found on belts (to the left of Henten's
 apron) and other types of aprons, reinforcing the interpre-
 tation of this item as a hip drape.

 73 MMA 12.183.11a. The representation of this hip drape
 argues against associating this accessory with the net gar-
 ments worn by soldiers. The drape is clearly only over one
 hip while the soldier's apron covers both hips as well as his
 front and back. Refer to the scene of the soldier from Dedi's

 tomb (TT200: MMA photograph T3550) for an example of
 this net kilt being worn, while Djehuty-nakht's/m^ illustrates
 the complete garment (Cairo CG 28094: Lacau, Sarcophagesl
 [1904], pl. 49, no. 399).

 Hip drapes are not mentioned by Jequier (Frises d'objets
 [1921]). Nor do any of the hieroglyphs under Gardiner's
 Crowns, Dress, Staves, etc. (Egyptian Grammar, S in his sign
 list) bear any unequivocal resemblance to this item of dress.
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 in conjunction with other regalia, these accesso-
 ries present an integrated grouping which has
 solar associations. The ancient Egyptians often
 symbolized the world's creation as the sun (here
 Re represented by the disk on the bird's back)
 rising (identified by the swallow's presence)
 over or out of the marsh (depicted by the plant
 motifs in the apron). In addition to its sym-
 bolic function, the s/dJ- amulet can also be read
 as a rebus, translating as Rc wr ("Re is great,"
 or "Great is Re").77

 The consistent use of the color red for the

 5/^- amulet must also be considered. Re is
 identified with the color of gold which is com-
 patible with the sun's daytime appearance. If
 this garment represents Re in his aspect of the
 rising sun, as is suggested by the swallow's pres-
 ence, a red color would be more appropriate
 than gold. Further confirmation of the asso-

 Fig. 15. The net-like hip drape and sjjt-amulet represented
 on Hapyankhtifi' s frise d'objets (MMA 12.183.11a).

 ciation of red with the sun disk on the swallow's

 back is provided by the Hapyankhtifi example
 [37]. Here the bird is largely painted green, but
 the disk is clearly colored red.

 The idea that the iconography used in ac-
 cessories of the "Lower Egyptian" garment re-
 fers to Re in his aspect of the rising sun receives
 additional support from representations of the
 morning solar bark (mcndt). Vignettes from
 Third Intermediate Period coffins and papyri
 link Re-Horakhty with swallows, but decorative
 motifs found on the prows of Re's barks (fig. 14)
 reinforce the connection between the "Lower

 Egyptian" garment's accessories and Re's rebirth
 cycle as well.

 Elizabeth Thomas has already discussed in
 detail the history and development of the mat
 hanging from prows of sun boats. Specific
 iconographic details of the mat, described by
 Thomas as "a sort of bead-work curtain,"8 are

 The sun disk rising out of the papyrus marsh was com-
 monly employed as a decorative motif. Mirrors, for example,
 have a disk (the sun) sitting above a handle made in the
 form of a papyrus plant (the marsh) (see MMA 26.7.1351:
 Christine Lilyquist, Ancient Egyptian Mirrors from the Earliest
 Times through the Middle Kingdom. MAS 27 [Munich, 1979],
 fig. 56).

 The ancient Egyptians commonly employed rebuses
 and emblematic writings in their art. See Henry G. Fischer,
 "Some Emblematic Uses of Hieroglyphs with Particular Ref-
 erence to an Archaic Ritual Vessel," MM/5 (1972), 5-23.

 It is also possible that the amulet functioned as a pun
 for one of Re's names, "The Great One (Wrr)." This name is
 documented in the Pyramid Texts (PT 1444a; see Kurt Sethe,
 Ubersetzung und Kommentar zu der altdgyptischen Pyramidentex-
 ten 6 [Hamburg, 1962], 113) and the Coffin Texts (CT III-
 176a, VII-l77k, 252b, and 409b; see Winfried Barta, "Re," LA
 V, col. 159 and n. 70).

 Among royal reliefs, the swallows of Nebhepetre Men-
 tuhotep [15] and Sety I [30] have preserved paint that is
 identifiable as red. In the frises d'objets, the author was able to
 verify that the representations of 5/i^-amulets on the coffins
 of Mentuhotep [39], Sawadjet [36], Sep [38], as well as
 Rekhmire's swallow [44] were painted red, while the one on
 Hapyankhtifi 's coffin [37] is colored red and green with a
 red disk.

 Among actual s/if-amulets, all pre-Third Intermediate
 Period examples (Ita, Nub-hetepti-khered, Neferuptah, Tut-
 ankhamun, and of course, Senebtisi) are made from carne-

 lian, a red cryptocrystalline silica.
 Interestingly, all post-New Kingdom examples of the

 5/if-amulet that the author has found (e.g., Sheshenq's [33]
 or the Ptolemaic ones) are made of gold.

 Such a connection is made in PT 854a and the in-

 terpretation of blood-red dawn is accepted by both Kurt
 Sethe and R. O. Faulkner (see The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid
 Texts [Oxford, 1969], 152). So too does Emma Brunner-Traut

 ("Farben," LA II, col. 124 and n. 84) who records red as the

 morning and evening color of Re, the times when Re must
 fight the demons of the darkness or underworld. Grimm
 (GM 115 [1990], 37) also has accepted a similar interpreta-
 tion for the red color of the amulet.

 81 Thomas, /£A 45 (1959).
 82 Ibidem, 43 and 45.
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 relevant to the discussion of the garment. The
 mat is depicted in several ways: (1) composed of
 vertical strands of alternating barrel and ball

 o o

 shapes, (2) formed from alternating barrel and
 quatrefoil beads,84 or (3) appearing solely as net
 or a mesh bag, a form often found in Third
 Intermediate Period representations.
 The first two patterns closely match the bead

 types displayed on the royal apron. In at least
 two Third Intermediate Period vignettes, the
 mat is combined with a net and this important
 form has a prototype in the Middle Kingdom.
 Accoutrements from a pair model solar barks
 were excavated at Lisht and their prow orna-
 ments consist of mats of barrel and ball shapes

 o o

 bound onto the prow with netting (fig. 16).
 This combination of barrel- and quatrefoil/
 ball-patterned mat with a net as a prow orna-
 ment provides the link between the reticular hip
 drape and the mat-styled apron found in the
 royal costume. The details of the ornaments
 hanging from the prows of sun barks, which on
 the morning boat is often crowned by a swal-
 low, support the argument that the 5/i^-amulet,
 beaded apron, and net hip drape together sym-
 bolically refer to the morning aspect of Re's
 daily journey.

 The hip drape's metaphorical importance is
 the least clear of the three accessories, but the

 presence of netting with the sun bark's mat
 makes it evident that, in conjunction with the
 apron and sjSt- amulet, the drape composed an
 ensemble. Its patterning certainly identifies it as
 a net, and some of the later prow ornaments
 represent an actual mesh bag or a fishing net. In
 addition to the use of nets for fishing, an activity
 that the king is not performing in the scenes
 showing him wearing the hip drape, nets have
 religious meaning. The representations of nets
 or the capture of birds and fish in traps in
 temple and tomb scenes are conventionally ac-
 cepted as metaphors for the suppression or con-
 trol of chaos. In the Middle Kingdom Coffin
 Texts, the net that stretches between heaven and

 earth poses a danger to the dead because it can
 ensnare the unprepared. In the New King-
 dom, nets were used to capture and disable
 Apophis when he rose to attack the solar bark.
 All three applications indicate that nets served
 as a way to represent or symbolize control.

 One possible interpretation for the word hb,
 found above the hip drape of Hapyankhtifi [37],
 is "catch of birds and fish" JUQP fe^- This term is

 used in the Old and Middle Kingdoms in scenes
 showing men pulling in a large net filled with
 fish. Perhaps the king's hip drape was intended
 to represent such a net or part of one. Reviewing
 various types of fishing nets, at least two have
 shapes that are similar to the mesh the king
 wears. One is the closed form of large net already
 mentioned, and the other is the lower portion of
 the fishing trap designed for use by a single per-
 son.93 To accept this meaning for the hip drape,
 the incomplete writing of hb on Hapyankhtifi 's
 coffin must be explained. The caption as it now
 reads, does not fill the available space above the

 For example, see the morning bark in a vignette from
 the papyrus of Ani (R. O. Faulkner, The Book of the Dead
 [New York, 1972] , plates) and a representation of a solar bark
 in the Dynasty XIX tomb of Paser (TT106: MMA photograph
 T2910).

 For example the solar barks on the pyramidion of
 Khendjer (Gustave Jequier, Deux pyramides du Moyen Empire.
 Fouilles Saqq. 14 [Cairo, 1933], 21, fig. 17) and from Deir
 el-Bahri (Edouard Naville, The Temple of Deir el Bahari IV.
 EEF 19 [London, 1901], pl. 115).

 85 See Piankoff, Papyri (1957), Nisti-ta-Nebet-taui (no.
 8), Nesi-pa-ka-shuty (no. 9), Khonsu-Renep (no. 11). An
 even earlier example exists on the south wall of the inner
 passage of Nebamen's tomb (TT65), usurped by Imiseba in
 the Ramesside Period (MMA photograph T3559; PM I1,
 129-32).

 See the vignette on the coffin of Pasebakhaemipet
 (fig. 14) and the papyri of Her-uben B (no. 2) and Djehuti-
 mes (no. 21) (Piankoff, Papyri [1957]).

 87 MMA 14.3.21 and 14.3.22. Dorothea Arnold {The Mas-
 taba Complex of Imhotep, forthcoming) now dates the context
 in which the boats were found to mid-Dynasty XII.

 This particular example is important because of its
 Dynasty XII date, since much of the other material cited
 belongs to the New Kingdom or Third Intermediate Period.

 89 Dietrich Wildung, "Feindsymbolik," LA II, col. 147.
 9U Specifically CT 475-81. See Waltraud Guglielmi,

 "Netz," LA IV, col. 465; Dino Bidoli, Die Spruche der Fangnetze
 in den altdgyptischen Sargtexten. ADAIK 9 (Gliickstadt, 1976),
 11-17.

 Erik Hornung, The Valley of the Kings: Horizon of Eter-
 nity. Trans, by David Warburton (New York, 1990), 105-6.

 92 Bissing, Gem-ni-kai I (1905), 20, no. 50 and pl. 19;
 Newberry, Beni Hasan II (1893), pl. 7.

 For the first see Gardiner's T24 (Egyptian Grammar),
 wrhile examples of the second smaller one can be found in
 Bissing, Gem-ni-kai I (1905), pl. 4, no. 2; Aylward M. Black-
 man and Michael R. Apted, The Rock Tombs ofMeirV. ASE 28
 (London, 1953), pl.^24, lower left; Davies, Gebrdwi I (1902),
 pl. 4, lower left.
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 Fig. 16. A close-up of the mat
 found at Lisht that once graced a
 wooden model solar bark (MMA
 14.3.21). Note the cross-hatching
 at the top of the prow ornament
 indicating netting

 hip drape, although a complete writing of hb,
 meaning "catch of birds and fish," could be ac-
 commodated (refer to fig. 15). Because captions
 are balanced over the objects they identify else-
 where in his frise, the reconstructed caption for
 the hip drape is very possible. If this name for
 the hip drape is correct, then its presence on the
 king's hip would then signify "catch of fish,"
 symbolizing the control or suppression of chaos
 with the same significance as the scenes of netted
 fish in tomb representations. The suppression of
 chaos was an event that took place at creation,
 the time-frame represented by elements in the
 apron and s/itf- amulet.
 When worn by the king, the accessories asso-

 ciated with this royal garment occur exclusively
 in ensemble and each element contains motifs

 associated with the single step in Re's act of
 creation. Until Dynasty XII, only the pharaoh
 wore this garment and it seems possible that the

 iconography was intended to emphasize the
 pharaoh's ancient relationship to Re. As pre-
 viously noted, the earliest representations of the
 king in this garment [1, 2-4, 5] all appear in
 scenes related to the symbolic destruction of
 Egypt's enemies. The Middle Kingdom exam-
 ples, when context can be determined, show the
 king being accepted by deities. All the deities in
 these Middle Kingdom depictions have impor-
 tant solar affiliations: Atum, the evening aspect
 of Re [25], Amun-Re [25, 26] and Montu [15,

 29], both deities syncretized with Re in the Mid-
 dle Kingdom,90 and Montu's consort [22, 24].

 C. J. Bleeker, Egyptian Festivals: Enactments of Religious
 Renewal (Leiden, 1967), 39-40; Henri Frankfort, Kingship
 and the Gods (Chicago, 1948), 148-51.

 ^ ° Edward Werner, The God Montu: From the Earliest Attes-

 tations to the End of the New Kingdom (Yale University, Ph.D.
 Dissertation 1985), 24-26; J. F. Barghouts, "Month," LA IV,
 cols. 200-204.
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 D. Conclusions

 An interpretation of religious iconography, in
 this instance a royal costume, must be offered
 tentatively. The analysis presented here for the
 "Lower Egyptian" garment is hypothetical and
 thus, must continue to be tested and revised as

 future finds and inscriptions are discovered.
 Unquestionably, the s/if- amulet with the

 "Lower Egyptian" costume is associated with Re.
 The disk, the swallow, and its overall red color

 reinforce this identification. Numerous pieces
 of information, the most important of which is
 the appearance of motifs from the three distinc-
 tive kilt accessories on the prow of the morning
 solar bark, make it reasonable to suggest that
 the garment of the "Lower Egyptian" costume
 was worn as a symbol for Re's daily birth. The
 early appearance of the "Lower Egyptian" cos-
 tume and its formalization during the time
 period in which the king was also ritually ally-
 ing himself with the sun god is another point

 strengthening the argument. The three earliest
 examples of this costume [1, 2-4, 5] are worn by
 pharaohs who are symbolically defeating Egypt's
 enemies. No other deity had as long a history or
 consistently stood for as powerful a theme as
 Re, and this combination would explain the ac-
 cessories' acceptance into the religious prac-
 tices of private individuals in Dynasty XII. Here,
 the expression of the garment from the "Lower
 Egyptian" costume, or its parts, in both frises
 d'objets and funerary apparel, tied the deceased
 to the solar cycle in a powerful statement of re-
 juvenation. That the apron, hip drape, and sjSt-
 amulet were still an ensemble as late as Dynasty
 XIX, and that the swallow amulet continued to

 provide protection to the deceased until the end
 of the Pharaonic Period, only reinforce the im-
 portance of the symbolism represented by the
 garment of the "Lower Egyptian" costume.

 Metropolitan Museum of Art

 Addendum

 Excavations at the Merenptah temple at Qurna
 (in press, BIFAO [1994]) by the Schweizerisches
 Institut fur agyptische Bauforschung und Alter-
 tumskunde in Cairo have recently brought to
 light decorated blocks from the mortuary temple
 of Amenhotep III. Three of the representations
 of Amenhotep III illustrate the pharaoh in the
 archaic tunic and the Lower Egyptian garment
 (apron, hip drape, and 5/i^- amulet, although in
 one example, the area where the swallow would
 have been located is damaged). The papyrus-
 flower beads are not present on the aprons in any
 of these examples. Amenhotep III is wearing the
 Red Crown in only one of the scenes; however,
 the nemes, and the Blue crown complete the cos-
 tume in the others. In the example where he is
 wearing the Blue crown, the iconographic details
 of the apron and hip drape correlate well with
 the examples of Sety I [30, 31], although Sety I
 was not wearing the archaic tunic. In two cases,
 Amenhotep III is depicted with Amun-Re, and in
 the third, Montu, suggesting, at least for the first
 two examples, that the garment's solar connota-
 tion was still recognized in Dynasty XVIII.

 These examples provide an important chro-
 nological link between those of Senwosret III
 and Sety I, indicating that by late Dynasty XVIII
 the connection between the costume and the

 Red Crown had not yet been lost, but the Red
 Crown was no longer an essential part of the
 outfit, hence, the use of the other crown. The

 antiquity of the costume must still have been
 understood because the early tunic was still
 worn with this outfit. The presence of the ball-
 and-barrel combination in the apron was proba-
 bly related to changes in iconography of the
 solar mat. Interestingly, the hip drape pattern is
 hexagonal in these Dynasty XVIII examples,
 suggesting that the model for its representation
 came from Old Kingdom reliefs rather than
 Middle Kingdom ones, where a diamond pat-
 tern is more common.

 I want to acknowledge Susanne Bickel's gen-
 erosity in sharing her finds and W. Raymond
 Johnson for bringing these newly discovered
 examples to my attention.
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